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Martin Luther King Fellowship winner

H.E.W. rep discusses Bakke, education
By DAN DEPASQUALE
Guardian Special Writer
Meldon Hollis, special assistant to the assistant secretary for
Education,
lectured
on
affirmative action and the Bakke
Decision at Wright State yzstterday
Hollis had first-hand experience when he helped prepare a
brief for the Bakke case as a
thesis paper at Harvard Law
School.
"THE SCHOOL (University of
Southern California at Davis set
aside 16 of 100 seats for black
students, and carefully screened
applicants. When less than 16

r

seats were filled, the remainder
were not opened for other students, "Hollis explained. "Further, the program discriminated
against other groups, excluding
such minorities as handicapped,
veterans and ethnic students."
Hollis continued, stating that
the Bakke case was blown out of
proportion.
Bakke was a narrow issue,
concerning whether or not" a
school, in the absence of prior
discrimination, can use race as a
factor in setting up affirmative
action programs.
The media
made an event out of it. making it

sound like it would affect affirmative action programs and policies throughout the nation.
HOLLIS ALSO discussed the
problems of higher education for
blacks and other minorities.
"The major issue for blacks is
under representation. As minorities move through the system, the
attrition rate takes its toll. At
elementary and secondary school
levels, 60 percent of Spanish drop
out. Over 50 percent of blacks are
in two year institutions, where
continuation into graduate or
professional degrees are minimal.

Of the remainder half are in the
105 black universities, and the
rest are diffused throughout the
2000 other national institutions."
He then discussed some options that might increase black
participation in the system.
"SOME ACTIONS suggested
are to put more money into
Community Colleges, but since
these are mostly two year institutions, it is more difficult to follow
up on higher degrees. Another
idea is to put more money into
black schools, but then this
discriminates against other mi-

norities. Putting more money
into elementary and secondary
schools Is another plan, but then
you dash with the constitution,
which separates local schools and
federal influence."
In addition to his degree from
Harvard. Hollis also graduated of
West Point, and earned his
masters degree at the Univer*it\
of Maryland. He served as chairman of the Black Faculty and
Staff at Maryland, and as Vicc
Chairman of the Maryland Black
Coalition for Higher Education.
His many awards include the
Martin Luther King Fellowship
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Security releases university firearms policy
By CHUCK STEVENS
tad
GAYLON VICKERS
Guardian Writer*
In response to requests from
the Daily Guardian, Acting Director of Security Carl Sims released
the Wright State University Police firearms policy yesterday.
The questions arose in response to the first-ever shooting
on the WSU campus by a Wright
State officer, which occurred Dec.
70, 1978 at the Gaza House near
K lot.
INCLUDED IN the information
Sims released was the composition of the firing board. This
board examined the Incident and
issued a slight verbal reprimand
to the officer concerned daring a
debriefing session, said Sims. He
went on to note that a written
statement will be attached to the
record of the officer.
The board, which Sims caid

never met as a group, was
composed of Police Line Commander Lt. Charles Lee. Sims.
Executive Director of Campus
Planning and Operations Robert
Francis, Vice President for Administrative Affairs Andrew Speigel, and Director of Personnel
Administration Judith Neiman.
According to Francis the incident occurred rrhen two WSU
officers were attempting to place
Chri'itopher Stahl, then a WSU
maintenance employee, under arrest for public intoxication and he
attempted to flee officers.
STAHL DID SO by entering his
pick-up truck sad attempting to
drive away, said Francis ic a Jan.
2 interview. Francis reported that
one officer held on to the vehicle
in an Attempt to keep himself
from falling under the truck.
When the officer feii off the
truck, which Sims says was
"picking up speed when the
officer fell," he fired immediately. While Sims noted that the
truck was traveling away from the

officer when the shots were fired,
he pointed to some circumstances
that caused WSU officials on the
firing board to take only slight
disciplinary action towards the
officer.
Shns conceded that the WSU
firing policy stated, in part, "Discharging a firearm from or at a
moving vehicle is prohibited unless the occupants of the other
vehicle are using deadly physical
force against the officer or another, by means other than a moving
vehicle." Sims said the policy is
available to all WSU officers.
THE POLICY goes on to state
that a service revolver is not an
effective weapon to use to attempt to stop a moving vehicle,
and that car chases or road
blocks and other means will be
used which will cause the vehicle
to stop.
Sims pointed to this section of
the policy as dealing with a crime
in which the person would be
"fleeing the scene of a crime."
He then added that "if an
individual is using a vehicle to

University purchases clinic
The Wright State University
Foundation announced Tuesday
the purchast of the Yellow
Springs Clinic to expand its
Family-Practice Residency Program.
A newsletter tent out by University officials said the Foundation was acting in behalf of a
consortium comprising Wright
State's Medical School, Xenia's
Greene Memorial Hospital, and
Springfield's Mercy Medical Cen-

ter and Community Hospital. The
clinic cost (450,000, $394,000
lower than the building's appraised value. 548,000 came from
a grant of S164.000 provided by
Ohio s General Assembly in 1977.
The deal was closed Dec. 20.
THE NEW BUILDING will facilitate the Family-Practice Programs already in progress at
Dayton's Miami Valley and St.
Elizabeth's Hospitals and the
Good Samaritan Medical Center.
According to officials the primary

function of the program is to
increase the area's number of
family practitioners.
Provisional accreditation has
already been granted to the new
ccnter by the American Medical
Association. Details on staff and
directors for the facilities are still
in the formative stage.
Yellow Springs' Operating Company. the former owners of the
clinic, will move staff and operations to Springfield gradually over
the next two years.

assault an officer, that vehicle
becomes a deadly weapon." He
noted that the officer at this time
reported he was "hanging on foe
dear life and the truck >*as
actually picking up speed when
he (the officer) fell off ''
SIMS SAID THAT it was at this
time that the officer fired at the
fleeing truck. But, Sims pointed
out. keeping in mind the state of
the officer's mind at the time, it is
"conceivable that once he was
released from the track, his frame
of mind may have still considered
that his life was in danger" when
he fired at Stahl.
Sims reported that he feh that
some consideration has to be
given to the idea that "because of
the stress of the situation, clear
thought may have been blocked"
for the officer involved.
"1 think the officer showed

extreme restraint when the driver
of the truck (who was still in the
truck) came back at him after the
shot was fired and stopped 10-15
feet away frr n the officer,"
commented Sims.
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS an
officer must take into account
before firing his revolver include
such matters as innocent bystanders. The policyforbidsfire
arm discharge in any situation
where bystanders' lives would bi
in danger.
The policy also forbids shots to
• iimmon assistance and warning
shots.
The policy calls for every
reasonable means to be used "for
arresting, preventing or terminating a felony or for the defense
of oneself or another, before the
police officer resorts to the use of
his or her firearm.

friday

last day for refunds
Monday is the last day for 80 percent refund for withdrawals.
Monday is also the last day to file for March graduation.

expanded horizons
Expanded horizons Meeting; Tuesday, Jan. 16. 1979, 7-9 p.m..
University Center, Room 155 B & C (Presidential D.R.)

poet visits wright state
Poet and critic Donald Hall will visit WSU for a poetry reading
and lecture at 2:15 p.m. Tuesday in rooms 155 B and C of the
University Center, followed by a lecture on "Reminiscences of
Pound, Eliot, Frost and Dylan Thomas."

bolinga's birthday
Commemorating the eighth anniversary of its inception, the
Bolinga Center will sponsor author Haki Madhubuti speaking on
"Black Vision: History and Destiny" Monday at 2:00 p.m. in the
Bolinga Center.
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Alcohol during pregnancy causes birth def ects
ANN ARBOR, Mich. UPI Pregnant women who drink heavily often are ignorant of the
dangers because their doctors
never raise a warning flag, researchers say.
Alcohol abuse specialists see
the problem of excessive drinking
by expectant mothers as a potential epidemic in the United States.
It already is cited as the third
most common cause of mental
retardation in infancy.
ABNORMALITIES IN offspring
have been classified as the Fetal
Alcohol Syndrome, or FAS. Hiese
include growth, weight and cardiac deficiencies, lower IQ and
malfunctions of the brain.
"You really have to think of

this situation that when a mother
drinks during her pregnancy, her
unborn baby is drinking, too."
pediatrician Kenneth Lyons Jones
said at a recent FAS conference at
the University of Michigan.
"So. if you will, the baby is
being pickled in alcohol during
the entire time thtt the mother is
drinking during her pregnancy,"
said Jones, an assistant professor
of pediatrics at University of
California-San Diego.
RESEARCHERS
generally
agree heavy drinking by pregnant
women is risky, but have been
unable to pinpoint how much
alcohol is damaging, said Dr.
Michael Liepman, a U-M psychiatrist and conference coordina-

Report says beer
may cause cancer
HEIDELBERG, West Germany UPI — A West German
magazine said today that beer
may cause cancer and a newspaper said the report was
"enough to disturb the sleep"
of the entire nation.
The West German magazine
Dar Stern reported a study
showed that some beers contain 6 substance called nitrosamine which it said, can cause
cancer.
German brewers, who yearly produce 2.4 billion gallons
of beer, did not deny thai
nitrosamine is present in some
beers.
"The report is enough to
disturb the sleep of an entire
nation." said the Essen newspaper Neue Ruhr Zeitung in an
editorial.
The German Brewers Federation in a first reaction
announced it has ordered a

scientific study to determine
how nitrosamine gets into beer
so it can be eliminated.
Stern said its article was
based on an investigation carried out at Heidelberg's German Cancer Research Center
by Prof. Rudolf Preussmann.
it said Preussmann checked
158 beers and found nitrosamine in 111 of them.
The Cancel Research Center. a foundation that gets its
funds from the West German
government and the state of
Rhineland-Palatinate. called a
news conference to discuss the
Stern report.
The brewers federation said
nitrosamine traces have been
found not only in some German beers but in foreign
beers, too.

tor.
In one study cited at the
conference, there was some evidence of damage in children born
to mothers who drank as little as
one ounce of alcohol per day. or
about two drinks. Liepman said.
Drinking would seem to be one
of those things pregnant women
would be aware of as a potential
danger to their unborn child.
Liepman said, but many apparently remain unaware of FAS.
"I think there are a lot of
obstetricians who never mention
it to their patients," he said.
"And a number of the obstetricians do not have the skill to
take a good alcohol history on
their patients.

"THE DOCTORS who have
been trained in the past are not
aware of the danger of alcohol in
pregnancy, or many of them /e
not, and if they are aware they're
not doing anything about it."
Part of the problem, Liepman
said, might be that "alcoholism is
considered a social thing or a
moral problem by a lot of doctors.
It is not considered a medical
problem."
In addition, he said, many
women who do have drinking
problems don't tell their doctors
because of "the stigma that
women feel about being he; vy
drinkers."
The National Council on Alcoholism urges women to abstain

from drinking during pregnancy,
a position Liepman "can't quarrel
with" based on current data.
'TVs safer not doing it at all."
he said.
BUT RESEARCHERS said
there are numerous unanswered
questions about FAS and the
general effect of alcohol on the
developing fetus. Scientists want
to know more about "binge
drinking" and social drinking, 'or
example.
Further clouding the situation
is the need to sort out drinking
from smoking, diet or other
factors in any study of alcohol's
effects on the fetus.

Flea markets popular in Ohio
AURORA, Ohio UPI — One
way of turning unwanted items
into cash is a flea market, which is
safer and more economical to the
seller than the garage sales.
Many items sold from the flea
markets are what you would find
at a yard or garage sale, ana the
operator of one flea market in this
northeastern Ohio city says they
are safer and more economical
than garage sales.
"IT'S MORE economical and
safer to come out here rather than
have the garage sale." says Tom
Nero, operator of the Aurora
auction and Farmers Market
which began 50 years ago
"You just load your things in a
car and come out and sell." he
said. "You don't have to worry
about ads in the newspapers and
you eliminate the total strangers
who track through your yard.
"And some of them are reaily
casing the property rather than
coming to buy." he said.
Flea markets have become so
popular in recent years that some
are open all year.
AND IN THE summer, flea
markets can be found just about

everywhere especially on weekends. Popular weekend spots are
fairgrounds and drive-in theaters.
The Aurora Auction and Farmers Market is open year-round
three days a week - Wednesday,
Saturday and Sunday - from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m.
It is open to anyone who has a
legitimate product to sell and
costs that seller just S4 per day.
He says buyers range from "the
farmer with bib over/ills and a
pipe in his mouth to I fie lady in
the mink coat."
The auction and mai el began
in 1929 on a farm w.,-cfe the
fa.mer brought cattle to sell. Soon
other merchants showed up to sell
merchandise and produce to the
cattle farmer.
TODAY AS MANY as 450
people set up show over six acres,
offering a variety of goods, and as
many as 10,000 to 12,000 buyers
and "browsers."
Nero says sellers normally set
up shop behind cars and trucks in
the summer time, but go inside
during the winter.
Sellers hawk wares "from soup
to nuts" - literally.

He said six bakers are .<mong
the sellers, some specializing in
one treat, others just a general
line of baked goods.
"We have a complete meat
department, 80 feet long, separate departments for cheese and
produce," he said.
"THERE ARE people selling
antiques, next to him might be a
stand where collectibles are being
sold." he added. 'Across the way
might be someune selling new
shoes and socks."
Nero says a blacksmith shows
up during the summer to do
special orders in wrought iron.
"And there may be the housewife cleaning out the garage and
attic to turn her surplus items into
cash." he said.
Craftspersons also display and
sell their crafts.
Another auction a couplc of
countics awiy is the Hartville
Flea Market. It started as the
Hartville Egg Auction in 1939 as a
livestock auction where cattle and
chickens were sold.
A lominal fee is charged for
sellers, "a couple of dollars in the
winter, to four or five dollars in
the summer," he said.

Life of thinness frightening for overweight people
TORONTO, Canada UPI —
Studies by a New York psychologist suggest seriously overweight people may find a life of
thinness frightening — so much
so that many who shed excess
pounds later gain weight for a
more comfortable identity.
DR. SANDRA Haber says her
studies showed people who lose
great amounts of weight experience anxiety about their relations
with members of the opposite

sex, with their spouses, with their
friends and even with their own
image of themselves.
She says her findings came as a
surprise.
"Subjects felt that when they
were heavy, they knew exactly
what choices they could make a,. 1
the few options that were open to
them were clear," Ms. Haber
said in a paper presented to the
American Psychological Association.

"AS THEY become thin, many
new possibilities appeared, from
physical activities to new interpersonal relationships. Subjects
felt torn between the different
choices that were suddenly available and they often found themselves wrestling with decisions
that never needed to be considered before."
Obesity is a health hazard of
epidemic proportions, with perhaps 80 million overweight people

in the United States alone. Ms.
Haber said.
She said for most overweight
people obesity remains "a chronic condition resistant to treatment
and subject to relapse" despite
all the attention the subject hr.s
attracted from doctors, psychologists and others.
Ms. Haber's studies focused on
12 people who lost a minimum of
100 pounds each in a medically
supervhed weight program.

"THESE SUBJECTS showed a
strong tendency to have been
overweight in childhood and were
usually chronically obese by adolescence. the obesity often occurring ill conjunction with problems
in sexual adjustment." she said.
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Grades at stake Disabled students get placement
By STEVE HSSFTT
G—«*—G—tCila—III
Long, long ago we visited our high school
guidance counselor. No sooner would we
mention our lofty goals in higher education than
our counselors would jump from their chairs,
shove our school records in our faces, and shout.
"But you haven't signed up for a foreign
language! You have to sign up for a foreign
language!"
Uninterested, we evaded any such suggestions. We were sure we would never leave the
United States anyway.
DURING THE LAST months of our senior
year in high school we decided it was about time
to apply to a few colleges. Eliminating colleges
which required knowledge of a foreign language
for admission was a great time saver. "Who
wants to go to a 'snob school.' anyway?" we
mused.
Deciding on a major at Wright State was
easier too after we scratched out these
associated with foreign language classes. Quarters pass. Then one day, we walk into a science
laboratory. The teaching assistant walks in. He
introduces himself and we realize our heart has
just stopped beating. Our teaching assistant
does not speak English! Well, not understandable English, anyway. Lab continues as someone whispers. "What did he say? What did he
say!?" Oh. why didn't we listen to our guidance
counselor?
1 do not want to suggest that Wright State's
foreign te iching assistants be "sent back where
.they came from." Nor do 1 suggest that they
lack an understanding of their subject. Indeed,
they may be highly qualified for on-campus
research work. I do, however, feel that people
who can not speak understandable English
should not be put in a leaching situation. When
I've invested my time and money, when my
grade is at stake, I feel I deserve better than
what I've gotten in the past!

By KEVIN THORTON
Gaaidlan Special Writer
Since its founding in 1964,
Wright State University has been
a leader in the provision of equal
opportunities for disabled students. In continuing this tradition
the WSU Cooperative Education
office has developed a premier
program to assist handicapped
students with job placement.
The prog am. termed the "cooperative Education Disabled
Students project." is the first of
its kind in the United States
Federally funded, its purpose is
to help severly disabled students
find employment pertaining to
their major. Program planners
hope this will also provide the
handicapped students with a better understaning of possible career areas and the skills necessary for getting and keeping a
job.
THE PROJECT ACTUALLY

represents the combined efforts
of not only the cooperative education offices, but those of Career
Planning, and Handicapped Services.
Tom Whitt, a spokesperson for
the project, explained."This is
three groups of people very
interested in this project: we want
to pool our efforts to create the
best organization possible.
"Combined with the job placement services, the project offers
both group and individual counseling during the winter and
spring quarters for special work
problems. A lot of these people
have never had a chance to
work."
Whitt added "They're not aware of their working capabilities,
we want to provide them with that
opportunity."
THE GROUP HOPES to have a
maximum of 40 applicants for the
jobs. The original plan cailed for

placement of 20 students, but
they now hope to accommodate as
many students as possible.
Wright State has been awarded
a i l 7,500 grant from the U.S.
Department of Health. Education
and Welfare for the project. The
grant money will be used for
salaries and administrative expenses incurred in initiating a
summer employment program.
At this point, the sole problem
facing the group is that of
participation. The Co-op group
itself has only six or eight
handk ..pped st idenis involved
this quarter. The disabled students project is looking for any
disabled WSU student interested
in summer employment.
For
further information, students can
contact the Cooperative Educ*tion office, 132 Student Services
wing, or call for an appointment
at 873-3166.

I.D. office may implement changes

J

The Wright State I.D. office in
Allyn Hall is considering implimenting some changes to cut
production costs within the next
year, concentrating on courtesy
card photographs.
Around 9000 campus I.D.'s
were made last year with almost
half of these courtesy cards. " of
course we'd have to stick with the
picture I.D.'s for faculty, staff.

I.D.s form approximately 75 cents
and students," commented
to 20 cents per card. These new
James Wilson. director."if only cards would be good for one year
for check cashing purposes.
and would be color coded for
However, we can change the form distinction.
of the courtesy cards and omit the
Making I.D. cards is "'an
pictures."
expensive deal for the UniverBY MAKING COURTESY sity." remarked Wilson. A case of
cards given to the public for use Polaroid film for the camera costs
of the University Library, with a approximately $200 and the
credit card appearance, the office pouches, which can only be
plans to reduce the cost of thise bought from Kodak, cost S142.

A New \Kfoy To Make Merry.

| UST THINK BACK to your last party. Was watching your best friend fall
asleep in the french onion dip the high point of the evening? Lid more
than one couple say they had to leave early because they warned to
get home in time to watch Bowling for Dollars on television?
If you answered yes to at least one of those, you're in a rut, and you need
treatment right away. Next time, try serving your guests Robin Hood Cream Ale
Unless you're already a terminally boring person, Robin Hood
Cream Ale wilI help. (It couldn't hurt)
It has a smooth, light, frothy flavor that says,
"Look, turkey, you're gmg to have fun, or else.'j
Pick some up wherever you buy
beer. It's perfect for those times you get
thirsty at home, or when you have a
party or just while you're sitting around
on a tree stump killing time.

Ml

Ho2J

Robin
Hood Cteam Ale.
It's more fan thanabanei of beet
Available in the Rathakellar on
tap or by the can.

,!

(OPINIONS

WHAT IF THIS HAD
HAPPENED 1
- CLINIC

A WOMAN'S BODY
IS HER OWN !

\ I
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Banking business
The recent proposal by the Student Caucus to bring a branch bank
to Wright Stale's main campus makes a lot of sense to the
Guardian
/Is was stated on Tuesday 's Guardian editorial page, there is a
need for a reshuffling of priorities in the Bursar's Office in regards
to student banking activities. But. if a branch hank was brought to
the campus, the Bursar's Office could get relief from many of its
controversial positical and moral issue of recent
Some of1these duties are apparently not being performed to the
satisfaction of the students. The Bursar, however, says the the
off.ce does not have to perform those duties at alL Not only would a
branch bank solve the bursar's problem, it would also solve the
student's problem.
A branch bank would do away with the ridiculous SIO limit on
personal checks now imposed on students. Along with this it would
give students on campus an alternative to educational loans from
the University's Financial Aid Office.
Another great time-saver for students, faculty and staff alike
would be a money machine.
We hope this sensible idea meets with much less difficulty than
the Student Caucus' equally worthy goal of bringing a fast food
outlet to the campus.
There are. however, some kinks in the proposal. First, space is at
a premium here on the WSU campus. But if the space can be spared
for a credit union, then surely space could be provided for a small
i<ranch bank office.
The other apparent problem is that the office park complex going
up across from WSU right now will undoubtedly contain a full
service bank. But what looks like a repetition of services would be
nothing more than the old American system of laissez-Jaire
competition at work.
A branch bank on campus would provide some immediate service
to the students. Possibly a branch bank on campus would get in the
way of some plans laid down by the developers This might even
result in some hard feelings toward the administration on the part of
the developers.
But The Daily Guardian is confident the University Administration will keep the best interests of the students at heart.

Thanks
The Daily Guardian would like to extend its thanks to Paul
Simmons, head of media production, for the loan of some
phototypesetting equipment. It has come in handy. Thank you. Mr.
Simmons.
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Abortion: both sides of the issue
By JOHN SALYER
Guardian AMocfate Editor
The battle lines are clearly being drawn in
what is heating up to be the single most
controversitl political and moral issue of recent
years. The issue is, of course, abortion
Abortion is, however, much more than a
simple political issue. It questions some ot the
most fundamental concepts of the Judeo-Christian ethic.
THOUGH THE ISSUE is clouded by strong
emotional arguments from the anti-abortion
factions, the basic question concerning abortion
is whether or not a woman should have ultimate
control over her body.
Abortion is certainly not a pleasant idea, but
is fast becoming a very necessary idea. With the
world population approaching five billion, we
must begin to think about what we are going to
do with all the unwanted babies that would be
born here and elsewhere in the world if the
right-to-life groups succeed in outlawing abortion.
Opponents of abortion decry the murder of
helpless human beings while they remain in the
womb. But even our all-powerful court system
has not yet been able to clearly define when an
embryo is legally a viable human being. And
even if the courts decide one way or another, or
Congress finally succumbs to the powerful
lobbying pressure of the anti-abort n groups,
the question arises as to whether or not the
government has any right to attempt to legislate
By CHUCK STEVENS
Guardian Staff Writer
First of all. let's dispense with the right to life
issue. Most of us have by now seen those
ghastly photos of the aborted fetus. But.
whether or not a fetus is a living entity from the
moment of conception, or after twelve weeks, is
a religious/moral consideration, not a scientific
one. This is simply because researchers greatly
diffet in opinion on the subject, and no ejpert's
opinion is uncontested.
Since the problem has not yet been decided
logically, we. therefore, are at the mercy of a
thousand individual views. Right to lifers can
carry their theme 'o ridiculous extremes, such
as claiming vasectomies are wrong since they
eliminate the prospecive fathers of the unborn.
And. on the other hand, abortionists can claim
"it's her body, she should be able to do with it
as she pleases." Everyone has, and is
apparently using, the right to express their
opinion, but let's look at what facts are available
to us instead.
IF RESTRICTIONS governing abortion air
lifted in all fifty states, then federal-funding for
the impoverished will be (and rightly so) made
available. This brings up an interesting problem, however, since there are those of us who do
not favor it, and definitely don't want to nav for

on such an intensely personal and moral
question as abortion.
CLEARLY, THE OPTION for a woman to have
an abortion must be there. Then, if an individual
is opposed to abortion they need not use h. But
for i. group of people to try to force their
morality on everyone, however just it appears on
the surface, goes against the concept of
individual freedom upon which this country was
founded.
The battle over abortion shows all the signs of
de-evolving into a dirty fight. Besides their
already standard practices of circulating glossy
color pictures of aborted fetuses. :'ne right-tolifers have taken up the practice of ftrebombing
abortion clinics; this is a questionable endeavor
for persons who harp on how precious any
human life is.
They have also entered the political arena in
force and have succeeded in gaining influence
by helping to remove several pro-abortioon
legislators from office during the last genera!
elections. The anti-abortion groups ha> ; also
targeted several more prominent s e n a t e s and
congressmen for their "hit list."
THIS IS NOT an issue that should be s f l e d
in Congress, but. if left to themselves, the
right-to-nfers are going to try to do just that.
Whether or not abortion itself is right or
wrong is ail extremely personal question. Which
is worse, ihough. aborting a 12-week old fetus,
or throwing a newborn infant in a garbage can?
it with our tlx money.
This brings up a conflict in rights again,
"should those who arc against it be forced to
shell out money for it. or is it right to eliminate
federal funds and therefore exclude the poor
from this service?" It seems like it's a
never-ending battle of rights doesn't it?
Since the second issue is as controversial as
the first, wouldn't it be better to practice Ben
Franklin's old adage, "an ounce of prevention is
worth a pound of cure." Couldn't we educate
our young and our poor, with the money t l .at
would be spent on funding abortions the other
way? And. let's not forget to counsel the
parents, who would prefer to either ignore their
children's sex drives, or try to force them to
believe it's wrong to feel "that way." Many
parents just refuse to let their child be honest
with them about sexual contact, and the desire
for it they feel. They prefer not to let them
practice birth control no matter what the cost.
We all feel sorry for the sixteen year old who
gets pregnant, and are tempted to give in to
abor.ion in such a case. Even where birth
control is allowed by parents, unfortunate
pregnancies are bound to occur. But, consider
the trauma, and the couples who greatly
(Sec 'ABORTION', page 5)
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California Suite; not one of Simon's best
By L. ALANSCHEIDT
the acting in this sequence is
from the stage script The
Guardian Flifji Critic
remain separate entitles ir
I suppose ever. Neil Simon can
side-Fonda constantly tends to be
selves, tied together only
Be-, tired of New York. However,
a little tin sarcastic. The situation
locale. Occasional cross
with California Suite, the most
breaks
up
the
various
actii
recent ot Simon's plays-transfertiming is slow and the several
ed to-films, I suspect he a il! avoid
biting exchanges are humorous
the west coast in the future.
but never in a laugh or thought
After years of writing comedies
provoking sort of way.
that revolve around a love-hate
THE MOVIES BEST performrelationship with New York.
ances, " b e s t " in that slick and
Simon has shifted his action to a
entertaining sort of way. come
rich California hotel. Four rigfrom Maggie Smith and Michael
ettes. which Simon adapted from
Cainc. Their lines are more
his four playlets presented under
sophisticated than any of the
the same title, tell the story of the
others in the film, always a
somewhat comic and dumsy mar- it doesn't tie it together.
welcome relief in Simon's plays
riages of the various couples who
lhe first story revolves around which tend to be a series of one check into the California Suite. a long divorced couple (Jane liners, and the direction is brisker
Along the way Simon tries to Fonda and Alan Alda) who arc than in any of the other vigettes.
make some sort of commentary bickering about custody of their iOne of the reasons this section is
about the California way of life, teen-age daughter. She despises imostly successful is that if anyone
again somewhat comic and his laid back Californis lifestyle looks like a Shakespearean actclumsy.
(the Pacific coastline practically ress who finally gets at) Oscar
PERHAPS ONE OF the main becomes a decadent symbol) he is nomination for a frothy comedy
problems with the film is that the glad to have escaped her rushed, it's Maggie Smith (who never
screenplay hasn't expanded itself political way of life.
seems to give a bad performance)

and if anyone looks perfect fCT the
part of a bisexual antique dcatcr
it's Michael Cain ••
Story number tl.ree has Walter
Matthau trying-to hide a prostitute from unsuspecting wife
Elaine May. The whole siiuatior
is a one joke affair which wears
out alter a very short time
Matthau wallows all over the
screen as Matthau and May's
brilliant talents are wasted, or
possibly withheld, in a part that
seems perfectly suited for her
style of comedy.
Finally, there's Bill Cosby and

Richard Pryor as husbands of twi
argumentative vacatkm.av <:•••,.
pies The bickering fcursom - . >
happens to be quite necitScnt
prone and everything thai can
wrong does. The corned v is more
physically oriented. The stor*
hangs by that "what'? going t'>
happen to them next'''" thread
which didn't hold up ir. Simon's
The Out-ofTnwners either. Cosby and Pryor are the real comedians in she Tim. which is
probably why their sequences
seem funnier than they actually
are.

" LET US ENTERTAIN YOU T

SINGERS • DANCERS • INSTRUMENTALISTS S170-S200/weck
TECHNICIANS S1SO-S175/we«k

(continued from page ¥]

Seconal Performers being auditior*d for
KINGS ISLANO. Cincinnati. O H KINGS DOMINION. Richmond. VA
CAROVWNDS, Charlotte. NC Manna -Barbara • MARINELAND. LA. CA

Abortion on both sides
outnumber the available children up for
adoption. There are many capable people who
tor various reasons can't reproduce, who would
give the child a good and loving home.
One might argue that for reasons of
inconvenience, a woman may feel abortion is a
better route. The career woman, for instance,
might feel her job is too important to leave for
the two or three months in which the final stages
would require relative immobility. Anti-abortionists would argue that more scrutinous birth
control, coupled with adoption, would be better,
even worth the inconvenience. The two months
the mother would lose at her job (which could be
a leave of absence) would be more than
compensated for by the happiness felt by
adoptive parents.

Many people will find it hard to condone the
habitual use of abortion as a birth control
device. The fear most of us have is that it will be
too effective, almost to the point where the five
minute operation will replace the prevention
side in gross numbers.
It wou'd be much simpler to take on' live
minutes, at a cost of about $180. than to spend
the time needed to practice effective birth
control methods. Many of us find the horrid
vision of mass abortions to ominous, too real.
It's not that far-fetched to think that abortion
might, if federally funded, become our most
often performed operation. It's time we stopped
trying to take the easy way out; if you play,
you'd better be willing to pay.

Preliminary Audition
Univ. of Dayton. Dayton. Ohio
Relchert Hall. Sun.. Jan. 28; 1 2 * P .M.
Preliminary and Call-Back ViditiCMS
Kings Island. Kings Mills. Of no. Sat & Sun . Feb 3 and 4.
10 A M to 6 PM. American Heritage Music Hail
V

Round trip a>i'aif paid for r.ired petlot m travrwng over 250 miws to woik at trie pjr*s
KINGS PRODUCTIONS. Cincinnati, Ohio 45219
,
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WSU offers non-native English classes
By JEFF GOAT*
GaanUuSparial Writer

THE CLASS IS set up in two
sections, both taught by adjunct
Required English classes can
instructors in the English departbe an unpleasant experience for ment. One. taught by Martha
many students at Wright State. Hull, concentrates on oral skills.
There is a group of students, The other section, taught by Ann
however, who really enjoy and Gordon, deals with the techbenefit from their English class.
niques of reading and writing.
This class is ENG 081. or Each student attends both sectEnglish for Non Native Speakers. ions each day of class.
The class is designed for those
The oral skills section attempts
students who, while they don't to improve the student's skill in
speak English as their native conversation, both sending and
language, do have basic skills in recieving. There they deal mainly
the fundamentals of the English with pronunciation, stress of
language.

words in a phrase, and the
"rhythum" of the English language. For example, as an exercise. the students are given a
positive statement and are asked
to formulate and red e a corresponding negative statement.
Since exercises such as this are
common, classes are kept small to
promote full class participation.
One of the students. Claudio
Rivas of Venezuela, says, "I have
trouble with pronunciations.
Some words have many meanings."

The other section primarily
involves itself with perfecting the
fundamentals of grammar in En
glish. The work includes the
study of word order in a sentence
and leads to paragrapy formation.
"Our goal here is to prepare
students to the point that they are
able to take ENG 111," said
Gordon.

ENG 081 has a wide assortment of
people in the criss. The fall
quarter class had not only full
time students, but also everything from a housewife whose
only class was ENG 081 to a PH.D
who is doing reserrch at Wright
State. Because of the success of
the class with the students thus
far, the instructors are urging
more people to take the class.
Gull explained. "We foresee
AN INTERESTING difference more foreign students coming in
between ENG 081 and an English the future. We want to meet their
class such as ENG 111 is that needs "

WSU receives high marks in fire, safety requirements
By KEN KREITZER
Guardian Special Writer
Fire and life safety requirements at Wright State University
have been met "more than sufficiently" according to Fairborn
Fire Inspector Cliff Smith.
Four years prior to the arrival
of Inspector Smith, the Fairborn
Fire Department had made no
inspections on the Wright State
campus. In his first inspection,
Smith found numerous violations
of the Ohio Fire Code and the
more stringent Fairborn Fire
Code. He would not elaborate on
the original violations.
SINCE THEN, monthly inspec-

tions have been instituted with
follow-up inspections to correct
any violations. "Through the
cooperation and enthusiasm of
Wright State's safety personnel
and faculty, these violations have
been alleviated." said Smith.
Greg Boucher, safety technician at WSU. works closely with
Inspector Smith. Boucher comments. "Both Wright State and
the fire department's present
major concern is student and
faculty apathy toward fire
alarms," though Boucher feels
fire drills would be impractical.
"People are continually mobile
on this campus because it is »n

open one. Therefore, a fire drill
under these circumstances would
only create confusion." His advice to anyone hearing an alarm is
to leave the building as quickly as
possible using marked exits. Only
handicapped persons should use
elevators to exit the building.
IF A FIRE is sighted two calls
should be made. First, call 8792221 to alert the Fairborn Fire
Department. A call should then
be placed to the WSU Security
Division at 873-2111. Both calls
need to be made because there is
no direct signal to the Fairborn
Fire Department.
If a fire occurs, the Fairborn

CLASSIFIEDS
for sale
FOR SALE: The Rise of Modem China by Hsu. China in
Transition 1517 • 1911 by Dun
J.S., The Idea of History by
Collingwood, and A History of
Historical Writing by Barnes.
Call 873-2505 during the day,
233-8881 evenings. Ask for
Miriam. 1-5
FOR SALE: Ektelon "Beau
Mark" racquet ball racquet.
Excellent condition. $25 or
BEST OFFER. Price includes
racquet cover. Call 434-9206 or
leave a note in Q355 1-10
WANTED - used books for
MTH 164, 265 - Elements of
Statistical Inference, 4th edition. For Bio 205 - Invertebrate
Biology Lab Manual, 3rd edition. Leave a note in Allyn Hall
mailbox #H733. 1-10
FORMER STUDENTS who
had sociology 11 or 112 —
Bookstore is in need of Cargan
k Ballantine's blue covered
edition of Sociologictl Footprints. Please return for refund. 1-10

8.

FOR SALE: '67 Dodge Charger - 383 magnum I'A yrs. old
- PS. PB, AC. No rust. Mag
Wheels. Ask for Curt 4267549. 1-10

FOR SALE: Krystal Bavarian
190 cm. with look bindings.
Yamaha poles and Henke
boots. Ladies size 9. Used only
10 times. 5150. Call Susan at
429-9132. 1-12
FOR SALE: Panasonic stereo
and cassette player/recorder
with panasonic thruster speakers. Only 6 months old. $175.
Call Susan at 429-92132. 1-12
SNOW tires: Goodyear all
Winter Radiali, F32. ER 78x14
Larry Kurdek ex. 2391. 1-12
1970 RENAULT, new tires,
battery, ect., must sell, $300,
good deal. Call 27M216. 1-10

N

diversions, so be sure to come!
Bring a friend. 1-12
FIVE room apt. for rent. Lower
of double. Belmont area. Prefer students or faculty $150
p.us utilities. Call 429-1468 or
Ex. 2585 and ask for B.J.
Bognar. 1-12
TYPING- Well acquainted
with format for WSU theses
and will follow any style
manual to type dissertations,
term papers. Professional
Mrs. Lois Walker, 425-7094.
1-12
ATTENTION country dancers!
Male student wishes to learn
to kicker dance new steps.
Leave reply in mailfox C-354.
1-12

FOR sale: 1966 Buick Special.
4 door, new tires, good cond.
starts every time, runs fantastic, 1 owner call 252-1772 or
434-7545 anytime ask for Constance. 1-12

personals

miscellaneous

LIZ thanks for being there.
MAR 1-12

TO all Honors Students: come
to our annual party, on Saturday Jan. 27, from 8:00 p.m. toi
midnight, the SHA will be
holding a student faculty mixer in rooms 155 BAC of the
University Center. Various edibles. beer and pop will abound I There will also be soft
music and other interesting

MARC Happy 22. I think
you're terrific! Your DZ Lady.
1-12
lO MY soccer Buddies-I hope
your vacation was a good one!
I wish you all a great year for
you.1-12
George and Jim huve you ever
seen a flatworm?? 1-12

Fire Department can have fire
fighters on campus less than 60
seconds after the- are notified. A
ladder truck and fire engine
would be dispatched from the
firehouse on Funderburg Road
which is about seven city blocks
from campus. Additional engines
and two chief officers would
respond from other Fairborn firehouses.
In a 12 month period. Inspector
Smith estimates SO to 60 runs are
made to WSU. Most of these
occur in September. The medical
building presents the highest fire
risk out to flammable materials
and hazardous chemicals. Yet.
SILVER Shoes. It's already the
middle of January and still no
disco. I'm going incoherent
just waiting. First it was SHA
DIXIE DISCO, the HPR 100.
Disco in the Rat. but still no
Disco in the basement. You
Promised! I'm hurt. Moi 1-12
FOR SJ LE: Miranda 135 mm
f/3.5 tt epiioto lens, fits Miranda bij-onet mounts. A-l
condition. Best offer. Call
254-1030 or 298-4114 and ask
for David. 1-12
DEAR B.C.-Bahy you're back
and I'm so glad. I know things
are going to be as great as ever
because we have each other!
Remember Kiser Lake! I'll
love you always. HAC. 1-12
Hey Snowbunnivi, When are
we going to play in the snow
again7 Your ever loving cneerleaders. 1-12
CK, Linda, Fifi and Amy,
Thanks for rawing to ail our
ballgames.
Also,
Coo
gratulations and a big "Go
Team Go" on becoming Phi
Mu's. Your Friendly Neighborhood Cheerleader. 1-12
HONEY-POO. 1 love your
toutie-wouties! They're just
right for your little elf boCyl
S.B. 1-10
TO: Rose. Tere»*. and Jessica
- Welcome to 'Jie Guardian! I
appreciate your help -Cindy.
1-10
W.D., 1 miss you a lot.
Christmas was great. I hope
spring break is even better!
Love you lot' S.W. 1-10

the dormitories are most often
given fire department services.
DURING SMITH'S four-year
tenure, no serious incidents have
occurred at the University. With
continual improvements, student
awareness, and University cooperation. Smith hopes to continue this record.
Inquiries about ftre safety
should be directed.toGteg Boucher, WSU Safety Dejitotinent.
Room 12i Fawcett Hall. The
Safety Department's number is
873-2215.

MARY ANN Robinson, thank
you for the wonderful ideas
you have given us for the Big
Sis Hunt. We couldn't have
done it without you. Love Ya.
Phi Mu Pledges. 1-10
TO JANIS of Phi Mu. Hi. Big
Sis. Guess who...Your Little
Sis. 1-10
HI JANIS. Here's your clue. I
was at the bake sale Wednesday. Love Ya. Your Little Sis.
1-10
MANY THANKS to whomever
hung my goggles on the tree. I
really appreciated finding
them. Thanks! 1-.3
SAL, We told you 22 candles
would fit on a twinky. Have a
kinky Birthday. The Kinky Ice
Skating C o u p . 1-10
1977 MGB, Ziebart. good body. No Rust, 24 mpc (Hwycity) Good starter in winter, 4
spd w/overdrive, Paniaonic
AM-FM stereo Completely
over-hauled late Jan. '79,
$4,000 or beat offer call Deb:
morning 'til 2 p.m. 275-8761,
3:30 • 10:30 p.m. 873-2920.
1-12
fT's A bird. It's a plane. No,
it's the AUDITIONS for SUPERMAN (The Satire). Coming to WS'J next week! From
the producer of "Close Encounters of the Absuid Kind",
C 1978. 1-12
JACK: I won't give up. All my
love. Cindy. 1-12

Greyhounds roll over Raiders 91-73

Greyhound Kevin Pearson blazes for 33points
ByBOBCANADY
Goardlaa Staff Writer
When Kevin Pearson left
Wright State on Dec. 6 after the
Raiders had just defeated Pearson and the Greyhounds of Indiana Central, he left a message.
"Just wait till Wright State comes
to our place."
Well. Wright State visited their
place Wednesday night, and the
results were not what the Raiders
had hoped for. When the dust had
settled, the Greyhounds had left
the Raiders at the starting gate
with a 91-73 thrashing, a blow for
the current number four team in
the country.
"I KNEW WHEN we left
Dayton that we would beat them
when they came here," Pearson
exclaimed. "I thought we should

--

*

#

and togetherness. We've got
have beaten them there and now,
good kids on the team and
we're a different team." "The
everyone gets along well. There
game at Wright State was the
first time I played center instead ' aren't any cliques."
THE 6'5" CENTER is also the
of forward and it took the team a
l.C.U. record holder in the highwhile to make the transition.
jump at 6'11". "My goal is to get
Finally we just jelled and everythe 7' mark this season. When
one knew to look for me inside."
you get 7' it puts you apart from
INDIANA CENTRAL Coach
the rest of the field." said
Bill Bright agreed with Pearson
Pearson.
that the team was "a different
As far as the game was
ball club" and he also cited the
concerned, it was a game the
advantage of having Kevin PearRaiders
would like to forget.
son as a ccnter. "Kevin has been
Wright State never had the lead
averaging 22 points and rebounds
in the game, though the score was
a game so we decided to put him
tied a few times at the beginning.
into the middle this year. He's
With the score 19-16, Indiana
been successful as an inside man
scored 12 straight points in three
since he's so good off the
minutes to take a 31-16 lead. The
boards."
score was never really close after
"Altogether this Is a different
that.
ball dub with more team unity
Wright State did manage to cut
the lead to eight points at the
half, 40-32, and to seven at 40-33
at the beginning of the second
half, but never came that close
again.
"WE MADE A ran at thera late
la the game, and got down to
eight, k Is hard to play catch-up
ball at someone else'* court,"
said • distressed Coach Ralph
Underbill after the game.
Coach Bright agreed with Underbill, stating that the fact that
the Greyhounds were able to "get
up on them (Raiders) initially wai
the winning factor. In the second
half we knew we had to sustain
ourselves. We lost our tempo in
the second half in the past and we
knew we couldn't lose our momentum now."
We had a lot of turnovers
(St'c 'PEARSON', |M«e i)

4
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•aider C n l t r Steve Halting* displays p n c U M In aettta ap Wright
State shot.
Guardian Photo by J.F. Carrol
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RECORDS C D "

& TAPES

113 Brown St. 228-6399
collectors items magazines

We buy & sell used records <$ tapes

TO LEASE

24 Hour Day - Care/Nursery
age 2 months to 10 years

— Extra rooms
— Located across from hospital
— High income profit
— Centrally located between different
ethnic groups
interested individual please send letter to
P.O. BOX 155 DAYTON, OHIO 45401

THE LIONS DEN
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NO COVER CHARGE
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Etfacitliasl Ctitir

" Start the Revolution Without Me "

Call I q i (naMfi k ( M i M

(614)486-9646
MCAT classes
in Dayton

CAPLAN Educational Centei
890 Northwest Blvd.
:ol. OH. 43212
For Information About Other Centers
In Major US Cities I Abroad
Outside NY state
CALL TOLL f i l l : §0*223-17t2

January 12, 7:30 pm, $1.00
112 Oelman
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Women's
basketball Pearson stuns Raiders
[continued from page 7]

By GRANGER BUTLEB
GtunHaa A m Halt Writer
Since Jan. 5 the Wright State
Raiders Women's Basketball
team has experienced both victory and defeat.
Last Thursday Wright State's
men's basketball team traveled to
Akron where they were defeated
by the Zips, but Saturday the
girls' team went to Akron and
displayed "some fine basketball
playing" winning their game
65-56. "The win was something
the girls needed after the U.D.
game." said Raider Coach Pat
Davis.
THE RAIDERS were ahead by
seven at the half and they
widened their lead as the second
half progressed. Davis felt fairly
confident that the team would win
the contest and ten minutes into
the second half she began putting
in "subs." "All the girls tried
hard and it was a good team
effort," Davis said of her replacements.
Cindy Mercer, Jeannie Biermann. and Jayne Hemlinger each
scored 16 points. Mercer also led
the ream's defensive stats with 13
rebounds and five steals. Beth
Piel, a 5' 10" freshman, proved
herself a good basketball player
during the Akron game by accumulating nine points and blocking four shots. "Beth is playing
good hustle ball and she is
shooting well," said Davis.
Tuesday night in the Wright
State gym a different basketball
team was seen by the 125 people
in attendance, Wright State threw
the ball away and possible points
turned over. These failures led
them to a miserable 69-47 loss to
Ohio University.
DAVIS STARTED Jody Flommersfield and Hemlinger in the
backcourt; the center position was
filled by Piel, and Cindy Mercer

and Jeannie Biermann played
forward.
DURING FOtST-half play one
of the Raiders would invariably
grab a rebound from the opponents and dribble down court
for a pass. However, the pass
almost always ended travel in the
opponents' hands.
It looked as if the Raiders were
reviving toward the end of the
first half, scoring two consecutive
hoops with only 40 seconds left.
However, Daria Dultro, Ohio U.
guard, stole the ball, took it down
court and scored, giving the O.U.
team a 24-28 lead at the half.
The second half proved hopeless with less shooting and blocking for the Raiders and more
shooting, rebounding, aggressiveness and blocking for O.U.
Diana Bibcr. Ohio U. center,
scored 16 points, pulled down 10
rebounds, and stole the ball four
times. The other Ohio University
center. Kathy Kader. scored 10
points and had five rebounds to
her credit.
Dultro and Tcra Gibson, the
two guards from O.U.. made
things very difficult for the Raiders in the backcourt. Dultro stole
the ball six times, rebounded
seven shots, made three successful fast breaks, and scored 11
points. Gibson scored only four
points, but she broke up many of
Wright State's plays by stealing
the ball or rebounding it.
Coach Davis put in
Eigel toward the end of the game.
She played aggressively, scoring
four points and making the team
come alive again for a while.
TODAY THE 2-2 Raiders meet
Cleveland State. Cleveland State
beat Ohio University when they
played them yet a win against
Cleveland State would be an
important victory for the women
of WSU.
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against them even though they
have a pressing ball club. We
looked at the videotape of our last
game with Wright State and felt
at that game they were playing
heavy match up and zone defense
so we made an adjustment for
tonight.
KEVIN PEARSON had two
thing to say about the Wright
State-Greyhound encounter. One.
that "once you play a team you
know them pretty well" and two,
"Any time you stay within two
points at an away game you will
beat them at home."
Pearson further commented by
saying. "We really beared down
at the second half in just the first
few minutes. We knew it would
help us to start out the second
half strong when both teams are
coming in fresh. We knew we
could beat Wright State and I
hope we get a respectable rating
now."

There was a concensus among
the Raiders that Pearson should
not have scored as many points as

ABORTIONS

he did.
"There's no way he should
have scored 33 points," remarked
Bob Schaefer. who was one of five
men tried on Pearson. "All he has
is the inside game," he added.
Senior Bob Cook echoed Schaefer's opinion. "He shouldn't have
scored that many. He didn't take
one shot outside of five feet."
commented Cook.
Schaefer and Jimmie Carter
scored 15 and 14 points respectively for the Raiders, and they were
the only two double figure scorers
for Wright State.
NO ONE ON the Raider team
had a performance to boast about.
"I can't say anything good about
anyone." said Underhill. "It was
a team loss."

the stat sheet. Wright State shot a
lowly .350 from the field in the
first half, and only .383 for the
game. l.C. shot .636 for the game
and .769 in the second half.
Joe Fitzpa trick, Raider forward. feels the gam: was lost on
the Raiders' missed opportunities
of turnovers. "We couldn't capitalize on their turnovers. We
would get the ball on a turnover,
then go down and miss the shot."
said Fitzpatrick.
THE RAIDERS' record is now
10-3. Thomas Moore visits the
P.E. building on Saturday night.

A "team loss" is supported by

First National Bank4
FAIRBORN OHIO
Your Full Service Bank

Clinic In yoor area
Appt. made 7 days
Termination 1-24 weefcs
Insurance - Credit cards
Call toil bee 1-800-342-1205

Hi there !

I'm a graphic
artist, working
for the Daily
Guardian. I
design many of
the ads found
in the paper.
I am, unfortunately, the only graphic
artist left on the staff still doing ads.
Maybe you can help. If you can draw
and type, and you would like to make
money ( $2.65/hr. ) working around
your class schedule, apply in person
at the Daily Guardian office, 046 U.C.

